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1. Introduction
The thesis includes relevant information about Design for participatory building processes.
Related to this topic a temporary community space for migrants in Mae Sot is going to support
the design proposal. It’s based on building up a convenient program related to these specific
topics focusing on people who are living in bad conditions, for those who are looking for a better
future. The project is related to a social status to a target group with no or less working
experiences. In this case it would be Burmese migrants, mostly families in Mae Sot with less or
no income. They should have the opportunity to live a better life in the future and have hope
again, even if it's only a small start of having some institutions, for example like schools,
community spaces, hospitality or job centers etc. The aim is to provide them a space where
they can learn practical skills in order to make them more employable. Also, a moment in their
life to forget about the negative conditions and to have a few seconds of peace. So how can
one create a space as functional as possible according to the burmese migrants’ need.
1.1 Methods
Research on the proposal will be defined by reading books focusing on the main topics about
participatory building processes and migrants in Mae Sot. In order to narrow down the domains
some articles written from professionals will be used to finalize the proposal. Also, other details
are going to support the title by including information of web pages published from
organizations.
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1.2 Migrants in Mae Sot

IMG 1 Mae Sot Map

Mae Sot is a district in the Tak province in the north of Thailand and shares a border with
Myanmar to the west. This town is known for its Burmese migrants and refugees looking for a
better way of living.
A study about ‘’The situation of children on the move in Mae Sot’’ published on the 3rd of
August 2018 ( by Help without Frontiers, Right to play Thailand Foundation, and Rights Beyond
Borders) shows that children has been following their family to Mae Sot seeking for education
or the reason of being orphaned. Almost over 20 years Burmese habitants suffered from
suppression and violence from the government in Myanmar. In this case Mae Sot is having the
majority of Burmese migrants and therefore with the highest amount of children seeking for
education and adults looking for a job in the Tak province.
According to an article published by Backpackers South East Asia, the people's living
conditions in general are still very poor. After many years of living in Thailand they still have
struggles to get a Thai citizenship because of strict regulation from the government, also mostly
due to non-acceptance of the population about integrating the refugees.
One of the main problems in Mae Sot is that the living conditions in the camps are extremely
poor. According to Humanity and Inclusion UK, an independent charity helping people in need,
point out that the access to nutrition like drinking water has been collected through fountains
and rivers which causes a lot of illnesses. Another mentioned issue is the fact that the refugee
camps are situated rather solitary in a mountainous terrain. It’s mostly hard to reach and the
ones living there need to deal with the fact that there is no electricity or any signals. This town is
lacking in health institutions as well as opportunities of getting educated. According to Katherine
Then, who is currently living and working in Mae Sot, there is only one health care institution in
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the whole city. An estimated population rate is around 44,563 habitants indicated by World

Population Review from the year 2019. Most of the schools are overcrowded and therefore

materials are very limited as well. Besides the way of living in the camps they don’t have much
space either.
Overall the slums are often located close to hazardous waste. Such areas are in very poor
conditions and the camps are quite overcrowded, because poor people have barely income or
none at all. The access to water, energy and sanitation are very limited as well. A heavy rain
can quickly turn everything into disastrous state of living. If a flood occurs it could destroy their
whole housings or even increase the amount of waste that they are already facing, as well as
damage the limited services which would lead to even more problematic living conditions.

IMG 2 Kids living near the slums

The charity makes clear that all these struggles would lead to depression and suicide
temptation because their life is very much dependent on finding a job in order to provide for the
family and combat illness. Usually the refugees are not allowed to leave the camps, if they do
so there is a risk that the police might arrest them. Therefore, they rely on NGOs and other
charities help. Some of them are even suffering from depression, alcohol addiction or mental
health issues.
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It’s clear that the burmese migrants as well as inhabitants that are fighting against a lot of
problematic issues. These facts show that even nowadays they are all still suffering because of
poor living conditions. They are constantly finding themselves in a sort of vicious cycle, because
it’s hard to get out of all the struggles. Most of them need support in order to have the ability to
provide for their families.

IMG 3 Kid playing on the field
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1.3 Possible solution
1.3.1 Interview with Katherine
Katherine 1992, Dominican Republic
Bachelor in Psychology
Master in International Development
Born in Caribbean island of the Dominican Republic
Katherine Then is a trainer and researcher about psychosocial
work, child development, global education, also volunteered and
worked in different non - profit organizations and private
institutions based on educational support for migrants and
refugees. Currently she's working at an architecture office called
EstudioCavernas located in Mae Sot, Thailand.
IMG 4 Self Portrait

1st Asked question: What do people living in the slums in Mae Sot need the most for living?
“Hey Louise, well, they face different challenges in different areas, where they sometimes get
help but also sometimes not. It depends what their luck is. Lack of proper documentation seems
to be a recurrent limitation to access basic public services and work. Even though there are
organizations that support migrant communities with both legal and illegal status, many just
focus on a certain group or area because it's impossible to reach all of them. They also often
lack the structure to be accessible to certain communities. Because of the lack of proper
documentation, many have issues with employment (jobs that may require them to travel within
the city, but they fear being arrested- and then having to settle for what is available in their area,
even if it is low pay) perpetuating the cycle of economic instability. There is only one free option
for medical care - Mae Tao Clinic, which might be a good opportunity, but once again can be
inaccessible for communities that do not have the proper documentation or economic security
to travel distances.
So, what do they need most? Well I don't know, I would say that they are a community which is
resilient and from my experience I've always seen them with food on their plate, or at least a
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place to sleep. But when they don't have the support of organizations that can make the
process of not having proper documentation easier, then things become more problematic.
There is an uprising of vocational programs in the area, including EstudioCavernas/the
Hospitality Training Centre, which in my opinion gives young people and adults the ability to
learn a skill which can benefit them in the present and future. Making them more employable in
comparison to those that have just obtained standard education. Being able to obtain proper
employment can then pave the way for (maybe) documentation and economic stability.”
2nd Asked question: Does a temporary community space that provides the Burmese migrants
with activities improve their future lifestyle?
According to Katherine Then:
“Yes, but sewing programs... I haven't seen many programs succeed in this, yes, it is useful in
some cases, but I think maybe it can be a space for not just one thing, but different useful
vocational skills. I think the most successful programs that work with migrant communities, are
focused on developing practical skills.’’
After a very helpful conversation with Katherine Then, the design proposal has been built up
after a while on thinking about an appropriate institution to improve the lives of the Burmese
migrants. Which will be mentioned in the chapter about the Design Proposal.
The issues listed above are very much the same mentioned according to the articles and a
book supporting the following chapter about the Migrants in Mae Sot. A possible solution could
be a community space that has multifunctional purposes in order to enhance the meaning of
practical skills. Therefore it raises the ability of finding a job in the future as well encourage
collaboration in between the community itself.
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2. Participatory Building Processes
2.1 What does it mean?
Participatory Building Processes is about designing specific projects related to people taking
part of the overall procedure. One provide something but also other parties are included
throughout the whole activities. It’s not only giving something but also including people to learn
and share knowledge. According to “Change the World” not only finding the solution is
important but also the cooperation and creation of a nice working environment from small
groups to bigger ones have an impact on the participatory process. This organization also
mentions that Participatory Building Processes is about a specific method in which a certain
group of people are involved by also including their opinions. Which is relevant in order to
conclude all the needs. Basically meaning that combining the appropriate, existing knowledge
with the right actions from other parties leads to most meaningful and successful outcome.
An architecture office example related to Participatory Design Process, according to TYIN
experiences and approach. They especially involve communities, the surrounding of an area
and the people throughout their projects in order to achieve the most convenient result. Their
conclusions are always related to information about the needs within the community by
organizing meetings. This way of working leads to a clear path about the necessary approach
while studying and including outside opinions and ideas to their projects. Therefore they get a
better understanding about the community, also when it comes to teamwork during the
construction process. Social sustainability is one aspect that they focus on in which they clarify
problems of poverty, sanitation, pollution etc. Their work related to environmental issues as well
when it comes to waste, natural disasters, water and other necessary needs from a specific
area.
In order to clarify the definition of Participatory building processes a book called ,,Handbuch zu
Partizipation’’ published June 2011 by ,,Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt
Berlin’’ supports this chapter in a very suitable way. It points out when it comes to making
decisions focusing on participatory processes means that the information relates to specific
domains based on collecting data, facts and proposals when it comes to action, ideas, sharing
opinions and expressions of interests. Most effective part is of course the evaluation process of
the people participating and the representatives of a project. Participation is an additional work
to a project, meaning extra time added to prepare necessary information in order to achieve the
aim as well as further ideas, insights and evaluations are involved. They clarify that participation
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offers advantages that has reasonable benefits throughout a project process and results. It
improves the quality of planning goals, which one can achieve to avoid unnecessary
investments as less as possible. The interests can be balanced out either only according to the
administration or the community as well as becoming effective for both parties. Apart from the
representatives it also has good benefits to satisfy the location related to increasing the use and
function of the facility. As communities are engaged in a project they are likely to get attached
to the outcome, therefore the project will stay in good care.
Another important fact they’ve mentioned is the gender of the participants. As an explanation,
they have used the term ,,Diversity‘’(Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt Berlin
20122, 41). The activities on a specific project might be influenced according to the age, origins
etc. Also another important notice is when it comes to their health and living conditions. The
voluntary participants need to be able to take part of the actual process according to a specific
level of engagement. Despite the fact that participatory process might be risky it also shows that
diversity management is about having a strong impact on working together as one community.
The aim is to bring people together in order to support each other and become stronger.
More information related to the book shows that they’ve realized, that decisions need to be
clarified at an early stage when it comes to approaching the goals of participatory process,
because it has an effective influence linked to the objectives of a project. Either representatives
set up a fixed program related to the action or new ideas according the participants could be
involved in the process. Apart from this, existing and fixed ideas can always discussed with the
participants or by developing a common proposal including the involvement of the community.
There are ways of approaching objectives in order to organize participation process. In the
beginning of a project’s state one could inform the participants about the plans of the overall
process. Also identifying and recognizing possible conflicts might help to avoid bigger risks.
Concrete design suggestions together with inhabitants which raise a higher chance to achieve a
better outcome by integrating the requirements mentioned from a group into the project. One
should increase the acceptance through gathering the necessary information. The entire
procedure depends on objectives related to the participants. It needs to be adapted to them in
order to get clear chosen methods to approach the project, the time frame,the way of how to
carry out the process and also the financial expenses.
Although participatory processes are sometimes more time consuming including the workload,
one can say that it’s a smart and most relevant way of approaching a project in order to meet all
the necessary needs.
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2.2 Case study
a) Min Buri Old Market Library by TYIN Tegnestue

IMG 5 Library

TYIN tegnestue architects was founded in 2008 by Andreas G. Gjertsen and Yashar Hanstad. A

non - profit architecture office including 5 hardworking students, while projects have been
supported by 60 norwegian companies and other private involvements. They are known for
their small sized projects and approach about not only physical structure but humanity,
integrating and helping them. They mostly involve local inhabitants in the design procedures as
well as in the building process of each project. This way of approaching the most convenient
result gives the opportunity to exchange knowledge and skills. The office focuses on projects
related to undeveloped areas like Thailand, Burma, Haiti and Uganda. Their projects are based
on finding appropriate solutions when it comes to the needs of the environment and people
living in difficult situations.
The Min Buri Old Market Library has been built in a market, existing for 100 years already, in a
district located in Bangkok. They have started the project in March 2009 and finalized it in May
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2009. The existing building was in a very poor condition before they started to plan the project.
Each constructed element turned into a self-supporting piece in order to stabilize the structure.
The size of the library is around 3x9 m including a backyard with a sort of pavilion providing the
people with shadow and giving shade to the interior.
One important aspect has to be considered when it comes to the rainy season in Thailand. This
natural advent poses the risk of severe floods. The average height of the water could reach
around 50 cm, therefore the floor has to be elevated to a specific height, so the library stays
functional throughout the flood as well. The library has two zones. One part of the space leads
people through the building by passing by the bookshelves built with old existing wood. The
second part of the room is meant to be a working space where people can read, study or work.
An old toilet has been removed which turned into a sort of garden.The main approach is to use
local materials and to reuse old materials accessible from the community, bought from second
hand shops as well.

IMG 6 Engagement of the community

The community has been suffering from difficult living conditions near a small slum area.
Including the strict law and rules from the government limits their investment for their homes.
Therefore, TYIN Tegnestue decided to involve the inhabitants throughout the whole process of
the project. People from the community became part of it from the very start of designing until
the final stage of constructing. The team organized regular meetings with the community to
discuss their needs as well to design the project according to their opinions and ideas. They
started altogether from creating the drawings to the construction process.

This way of

communicating with the people gives them the opportunity to get a deeper understanding about
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their way of living as well as the issues that the inhabitants are facing. Another aim to clarify
was to clean up the place before starting to construct because as mentioned before they live
within a slum area. Unfortunately, according to TYIN, it was always a challenge to have a
complete team joining the working process, especially the adults. Throughout the long process
on the project the group of people tend to build up and stayed as well, therefore they became
more enthusiastic and prouder to achieve the aim every day. This project was not only about
renovating the old library but also to show the ability of the community to pursue a passion and
achieve a goal by themselves by using local materials and experiencing their own
understanding.

IMG 7 Meeting with the community

Along the research it’s necessary to be aware about the risks as well when it comes to the
community participating on the project. The architecture office was organizing several meetings
with the community to gather clear information about the needs but they had issues to keep up
the participants by joining the building period. It might probably be more convenient to build up
teams before the start of constructing process. As mentioned above it was not always easy to
keep up with the working flow due to lack of people joining the project.
A beneficial impact is the idea of including the community to be part of the project. It gives
people hope again and encourages practical skills when it comes to learning by doing. All this
leads to relevant experiences for the future not only as an advantage to find jobs but also to
bring people together. This approach shows a way to become enthusiastic anytime when
support or help is needed. The choice of materials are based from the local area which has a
reasonable importance. The community learn and repeat elements by using the existing
substances available from the area.
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b) Klong Toey Community Lantern by TYIN Tegnestue

IMG 8 Community Lantern structure

The Klong Toey Community Lantern is another project finished by TYIN Tegnestue. Klong Toey
is a district located in the center of Bangkok known for its slum as well. The design approach is
related to a multifunctional purposed space on constructing a stage, community center, reading
room, meeting place and at the same time it functions also as a football court and a climbing
area for kids. The aim is to give the community a better understanding towards a sustainable
approach. According to TYIN, they are hoping for a positive and effective change when it
comes to people’s way of living together in the future. After discussion about the designing
proposal including the support of students and residents the project came to life.
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IMG 9 Kids climbing wall

The community based in Klong Toey are living in poor condition where everyone is facing more
or less the same issues like other small cities in Thailand. Throughout the process they figured
out that this area lack on public services like healthcare, education, sanitation. At the same time
they struggle with the fact of having almost no electricity. Besides the state of services, a high
amount of people is drug addicted as well. Another big issue that they are facing is the high rate
of unemployment along with violence and crime on the streets.
Therefore, the architects decided to provide them with a building to improve the social
environment as well as to give them the opportunity to interact with each other as an
appropriate community. Another aim is to provide the children with a better and safer place to
spend time in.
The time that has been spent on this project was about over a year. The architects put a lot of
effort into researching the area and get to know the community's needs as well as to gain trust
and different opinions. After many meetings and discussions to determine a proper location and
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a suitable design program for the community center they decided on organizing a few cleaning
events in order to clear up the parking lot before beginning to construction works.
They’ve started the whole project from an empty land existing in this dense area. As they
determined on keeping the size of a football field the shape of the structure turned into a long
and narrow element. The measurements are 12mx1.2m with a height of 5 m. As a component
to support the structure they’ve cast a concrete base to stabilize the load of the building also
due to the ground been in poor condition. The stage turned into an open space completed by
several landings including staircases and climbing walls that lead people to the different levels.
Other elements like wooden seats have been added in case of events organized for specific
days. In order to prevent people falling down, iron railings have been fixed along the sides.
With the help of the inhabitants and students they’ve achieved a convenient project based on a
simple shape, which stays durable. Another fact is the ability to repeat the shape in other parts
of a region as well. At the same time the design becomes flexible because an additional aim
was to encourage adaptation as well as to provide the possibility to update the construction if
the need comes up at a later stage. So, the community has basically the opportunity to change
the structure according to their preferences.

IMG 10 Elevation of the structure

IMG 11 Section of the structure
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Throughout the research of this project, it clearly shows that choosing a location is complicated
when it comes to the community and the state of the area. The location needs to be appropriate
according to the people and also the condition in its surrounding. They were facing problems
with the ground which was in a very bad shape therefore they cast the concrete in order to
stabilize the structure. One can tell that the shape of the structure has been chosen for a
specific reason. The form is simple in order for them to fix or add additional work to the
elements when necessary in the future. Another beneficial aspect is the choice of local
materials for this project which is always available for the community in case of building new
structures.
c) Ilima Primary School by Mass Design Group

IMG 12 Ilima Primary School

Ilima Primary School has been completed by Mass Design Group together with African Wildlife
Foundation in the jungle town located in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Mass Design
Group is a non-profit architecture office willing to create buildings for communities and people.
According to their website the group is based on eleven senior leaderships and three senior
operators. Description from the African Wildlife Foundation (AWF) website points out clearly
that their office works as an international non-profit organization as well as focusing on Africa’s
wildlife. They build up strategies with a specific aim to protect wildlife and the flora.
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Informations according from Ilima community says that they are based in Congo Basin in a
tropical rainforest where many people have been living since years and therefore, they are very
much dependent on specific raw materials that nature gives them. The capital city Kinshasa is
hard to reach which isolates the community. This reason forces them to develop a suitable
ecosystem and care of the animals. Limited access to food, medicine, water and shelters
makes their own life difficult and increases the difficulty to provide for their families.
The population of Ilima are mostly young people traveling from villages seeking for work or
education. A typical family mostly work on land plots. Women usually manage the farming,
collect water and cook while the men pick up rubber from trees, hunt animals or transport goods
in order to provide for their family. A family usually has a lot of children in order to gain more
labourpower to have more support.

The project functions as a school as well as a community center for the villagers with a program
based on sustainable farming and hunting which reflects their way of living in their culture. The
entire building has been created by using local materials and workers coming from the town
participated on the construction process. In this case the architects enhance the meaning of
skill-development. In order to get appropriate materials, the designers contacted locals for the
choice of proper wood types. The constructing process of the wooden elements was all
handcrafted from setting up the roof to the furniture. Some experimentation with earth mixtures
out of palm oil with hill clay gave them the opportunity to form the walls and the shingles. There
is a justification behind the choice of materials, it’s suitable to the climate according to the
architects and local workers. The deep roof can support heavy rain in a convenient way and for
the ventilation the walls are only constructed to half the height and the rest is left open. At the
same time, it brings daylight into the classrooms. Mass Design Group often give chance to
uneducated workers to join the team, so for this project they assembled the roof frame.

As mentioned above the school focuses on sustainability and with the approach of getting more
knowledge about employment based on learning by doing. Locals chose trees in a thoughtful
way without harming the nature. The existing materials have been handcrafted into structural
elements like beams, roof and furniture.
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IMG 13 Participant during building process

MASS Design inspired other communities and people by giving them a chance to educate
themselves when it comes to practical skills and at the same time the sustainable architecture
improves local economic development. This architecture office usually encourage the
communities to join their projects from going through the designing phase to construction
process. This way they create suitable ideas according to the community with the right
solutions. At the same time, they modify the construction process with local workers by using
materials available in the specific area. Another important point to mention is that they are
aiming to train other manufacturers based on practical skills. Therefore, the Ilima community
became participants in constructing the school. The land and wildlife in the village has been
given from the community to the AWF in exchange of getting a new school for them, so all the
residents of the village were part of the project throughout the process of designing and
constructing. The entire building has been finalized by including local workers and craftsmen. It
gave them more knowledge about constructing in new ways and also how to maintain the
school. At the same time the villagers received opportunities for future employment by having
been part of the project.
This study case clarifies the meaning of participatory building processes. MASS Design
architects focused on the opinions of the community, the choice of materials and the
engagement of the people. It showed the beautiful aspect of sharing their knowledge in order to
provide them a convenient institution. At the same time the office were able to learn about the
local’s culture and way of working as well. The aim of involving the community gave the people
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a better future after learning new construction methods, therefore it raises the chance of getting
future employment. Also the choice of materials were chosen carefully in order to adapt the
construction to its environment. The wall is a combination of bricks stacked together with a
mixture with sand and clay. Timber elements has been used for doors, furniture and overall
structure to support the ceiling and different parts of walls. The architects developed a method
to transform local trees into durable shingles in order to build the roof. Even though the

construction seems complex according to the drawings they managed to provide the
community a sustainable and long term existing school by involving local labour.

IMG 14 Sections of the school

3. Solutions related to Design Proposal
How to create a community center as functional as possible according to the needs of the
burmese migrants?
Coming to the Design proposal with the idea of creating a Multifunctional Temporary
Community Center for the migrants in Mae Sot would be a very positive influence for their
future. I decided to provide the people with a reasonable space based on specific programs
related to the meaning of work experiences. Therefore including the engagement and
cooperation of the community is relevant to come up with the most convenient outcome. The
location is very adjustable due to its flexibility of the overall construction but therefore the
structure has to meet reasonable connections and sizes. In order to achieve an appropriate
construction one can combine the existing knowledge including the involvement of the
community. This way all the information can be shared in between the representatives and the
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participants have the opportunity to learn by communicating with the architect and taking part of
the building process. It’s not only about providing a functional space anymore but also sharing
the experiences and to enhance the meaning of practical skills.
The burmese migrants can make use of the space, and at the same time they get work
experience that leads to a possibility to find future jobs. This helps them to provide for them
family again, to get independent in order to get proper documents. The reason of been part of
the project would also highlight the social environment, that brings people together to support
each other. In any problematic situation or need of a new space this specific project can be
repeated by the community even in other regions, which can be spread through an area by
sharing the outcome with others who face the same problems as they are.
4. Multifunctional Temporary Community Center
Community spaces are mostly based on multifunctional purposes in order to meet the
necessary needs. If community spaces are accessible for free and used as a social approach it
would decrease the number of poverty (Aravena 2016, 19). Therefore, more people in need
would encourage themselves to actually access such spaces. In this case a space becomes
much more meaningful when it comes to welcoming the people living in bad living conditions. It
should function as a multipurpose space, which gives the opportunity to organize any useful
events for discussions about finding solutions for current problems or activities. If the quality of
life of the poorest is not dependent on an income, the society can be changed in a positive way
(Aravena 2016, 50). The focus would be mostly based on how to build up the most convenient
program according to the necessary needs.
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4.1 Design proposal

Community center in its surrounding

According to my research proposal I focus on a project by creating a low cost temporary
community space based on bamboo construction which can travel around a specific region for
people living in difficult situation. The reason for the materials, is because bamboo is one of the
most resistent resources and easy to work with. It is available in asia with very affordable
prices. At the same time the community can decide for themselves rather to participate on the
project or not. The design proposal is very much inspired by an architecture office called
Estudio Cavernas. It is a social, architectural non - profit organization with a focus on
sustainable construction. At the same time they involve migrants with less or no experience in
order to provide them with a better future. They work since 2015 in Mae Sot where they face
the problems when it comes to the environment and communities. According to their
information, they mentioned that people from Mae Sot are living with lack of infrastructure as
well as struggling with opportunities of having a house. Another goal of their projects is their
building been based only on local materials which lead to a sustainable and environmentally
friendly approach.
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Site plan showing the location

Coming back to the design proposal in this case the location for the suggested project would be
Mae Sot in Thailand. The structure will be built by having local materials which will lead to a
sustainable approach of the design. I recommend to build a reassembling and flexible
construction based on bamboo structure that can be repeated in other parts of tropical regions
because, in this way more people can get access to it and learn by participating. The project is
related to some services that meets a community's needs. Therefore it has multifuncional
purposes related to school, meeting rooms and workshops. In this case the design proposal is
going to be only focusing on a sort of workshop focusing on handmade products which
definitely enhance the meaning of work. The programs are based on different activities so the
community has different opportunities to learn. This way they might have the chance to get
employed in the future. The target group is composed of adults, as well as kids who are able to
do handmade products. It would be mostly families with almost no income and work
experiences. This option would give them a purpose in their life and hope for a better future.
Another aspect to mention is involvement of people joining the project which would stabilize the
community as one in order to support each other.
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IMG 15 Model of the project

Modules

The shape of the building is constructed in a simple form which is
based on different modules with specific sizes. Therefore it becomes
flexible and it can be transported easily by a truck and reach different
areas. The connections for the elements are all fixed by a rope lashing
technique and some screws which relates to the thai traditional, low
cost structures of housing in Mae Sot. This way the building can be
always updated when needed and it’s easier for the community to
understand the overall construction. At the same time the possibility of
getting employed in the future becomes higher. Another important
aspect to mention is that the same idea can be repeated without a
professional. It’s not only about designing and providing people with a space anymore but the
most effective part is to make the people feel proud again and hope by doing and learning in
order to become independent.
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Detail drawing showing a module

Section Detail
1. Bridge - Rope lashing technique and Screw
connection
2. Floor construction & Rope lashing technique
3. Floor substructure
4. Floor & Rope lashing technique
5. Furniture 30cm height inspired korean tables
6. Ceiling connection
7. Concrete block support

IMG 16 Rope lashing technique analysis
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Detail drawing showing floor connection

Bamboo connection
1. Bridge Connection by screw
2. Column & Substructure connection by screw
3. One

module

bamboo

floor

& rope lashing

technique
4. Another module bamboo floor & lashing technique
with rope

Drawing indicating the detail
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Technical drawing
Section A & B
Daylight carried out through an open space, which also gives the
opportunity of having air circulation. A

flexible construction followed by a portable toilet

attached to a water tank.

Section AA

Section BB
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Groundfloor
Local bamboo construction with less complex structure. People participate on the project in
order to enhance the meaning of work. The spaces are connected by bridges which also works
as an entrance on the other hand. In the back a portable water tank which functions as a toilet.
The space arrangement are very flexible depending on the events the positions of furniture can
be easily changed.
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Close up perspective showing the interior and its surrounding
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4.2 Conclusion
The research proposal lays on focusing in participatory building processes. I consider it as a
convenient approach for the future because in nowadays society I started to realize that these
topics are becoming more and more present in the public. The interests in this domain became
stronger after my last internship in Mae Sot, by having the opportunity to work with the
architecture office called Estudio Cavernas. This experience was very challenging and tough in
a positive way. It was mentally as well as physically hard to manage but therefore worth to see
in order to learn and identify its own limits. After seeing the passion that this office have, to
approach certain projects and perceiving the poor people living in such conditions, really
encouraged me to continue with doing more research on the chosen topics. I feel enthusiastic
about how to help people in need. It opens my perception of how important it is to give support,
which shows that there is so much more behind a project. It’s not only about designing but also
sharing the knowledge to support others by involving people. At the same time one can get the
most interesting and relevant outcome while engaging a community to the project.

IMG during the internship
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By designing a temporary community space that can travel around a specific region, not only in
Thailand, gives the opportunity to also focus on other places around the world that are in poor
condition as well. In addition to this conclusion more people in need should have the possibility
of accessing such spaces. Learning more about participatory building processes, gives me the
opportunity to find passionate works which will be beneficial and flexible for my future
achievements. It gives me the option to travel around and to get to know different cultures, as
well as their way of working. At the same time, I will get new knowledge about many other
optional natural materials that can be used as a sustainable tool for upcoming projects. The
idea of participatory building processes has many useful impact over the world and humanity,
which gives many positive and most relevant reasons to rely on.
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